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DC2550

Soft Natural Cotton for Long, Luscious Lashes

Why use synthetics, when you can build long, full lashes naturally?

DC Cotton Flock is a soft, 100 percent natural powder comprised
exclusively of whole cotton fiber. Ideal for volumizing and extending lashes to their fullest, this micro-fine cotton powder gently
adheres to lashes for a high definition effect.

This powder may also be used in other cosmetic applications, particularly in make up products to enhance coverage and fill in fine
lines. Since the refractive index of DC Cotton Flock closely matches that of human skin, it provides soft, natural looking coverage
without looking white or chalky.

BENEFITS

♦
♦

Lash lengthening & thickening
Absorbent

♦
♦

Natural
Line filling

♦
♦

Light diffusing
Breathable

APPLICATIONS

♦
♦

Mascaras
Aesthetic enhancement

♦
♦

Oil/shine control
Anti-aging & soft
focus products

♦
♦

Skin care
Make up primer

TYPICAL PROPERTIES

Appearance
Odor
Bulk Density
Bacterial Count
Lead

Fine white to off-white powder
Characteristic
0.05-0.25 grams/cc
<100 c.f.u./gram
10 ppm Max.

FORMULATION GUIDELINES

Typical Use Level

5-10 %

The information contained in this technical bulletin is presented in good faith, and to the best of our knowledge believed to be true and accurate. No representations or warranties, expressed or
implied is made or intended. Information is supplied upon the condition that the persons receiving same will make their own determination as to its suitability for their purposes prior to use. No
recommendation should be construed as an inducement to use a material in infringement of patents or applicable government regulations. In no event will Resources of Nature be responsible or
liable for any loss of profits, lost goodwill, direct, special, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages of any nature whatsoever.

